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A Necessary Condition for the Well-posedness
of the Cauchy Problem for the First Order
Hyperbolic System
with Multiple Characteristics
By

Tadayoshi KANO*
1. Introduction

The Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic equation (either single
or system) with distinct characteristics is well posed. Moreover
it is well posed for any perturbation by lower order operators,
namely it is a so called strongly hyperbolic equation (cf . K. KasaharaM. Yamaguti [1]).
A higher order single equation with constant coefficients is
strongly hyperbolic if and only if the characteristics are all real and
distinct. In [2] the author showed that if a higher order single
equation with variable coefficients is strongly hyperbolic, then the
characteristics are necessarily real and simple. This is done,
however, for only the case when the multiplicity of the characteristics is constant with respect to the variables (x, t, f).
Now consider the following first order hyperbolic system :

It is well known that if {Aj} are all constant matrices, then it is
necessary for this system to be strongly hyperbolic that the matrix
k
-A'? = 2-4/?y is diagonalisable. But if {A,} are matrices of functions, it seems that there is no prosperous result concerning the
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necessary condition for (1. 1) to be strongly hyperbolic except the
work of G. Strang [3].
In this paper we consider the non-symmetric hyperbolic system
with variable coefficients and give a partial answer to the following
problem : when the non-symmetric hyperbolic system has multiple
characteristics, what is a necessary condition for it to be strongly
hyperbolic ?
Our result is quite parallel with the case when the coefficients
are constant. There is, however, some essential restriction, namely
we also assume that the multiplicity of characteristics is independent
of the variables (x, t, |), and if otherwise we have no good result.
Let us now consider
(1.2)

M[«] = f^-2 l A/*,/)|2— £(*, *)»=/,
ut

J~

OXj

where {A3} and B are mxm matrices with entries in L. Schwartz's
&Xtty 2nd u intimates an unknown m-vector u = t(u1,u2,--,um).
Assume that M is hyperbolic, namely all the roots of

(1.3)
\

/

are real for any real £=|=0. Now we formulate the condition on M:
Condition (M). Assume that the characteristic equation of M
can be expressed like the following :
det (X/-2 Aj(x, Of y ) = (X-Xj'i - (X-X,)*. ,
where {py} j=lt2t...iS are integers independent of (x, t, g) and p1 is
actually greater than unity. Here X1? •••,X S are distinct.
We consider the Cauchy problem for (1. 2) in L2 sense.
Definition. The forward Cauchy problem for M[u]=f is said
to be uniformly L2-well posed in [0, T], if for every £0e[0, T] the
following (i) and (ii) are fulfilled.
(i) For any <p(x) = *fo(*), -, <pm(x}}^(L2T and for f(x, f) =
, the Cauchy problem

= f
u(x, Q = q>
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has a unique solution
u(x, t, f0)ec??(L2)n^(^2) ,

t.^t^T.

(ii) The solution u(x9 t, t0) satisfies the energy inequality
\\f(s)\\L*ds) ,
where \\u(t)\\l*= 2
|
y— i
Now our result is the following
Theorem. Suppose that the first order hyperbolic system M\ju] =f
satisfies the condition (M). // tt0 Cauchy problem is uniformly
k
U-well posed in [0, T], then the matrix A^=^Aj(x9 f)?y & necessarily diagonalisable for any (x, t, £).
To prove this, the pseudo-differential operators of type P
introduced in [2] is useful. Then we prepare in §2 some lemmas
concerning them.
Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his sincere
thanks to Professor S. Mizohata and Professor M. Yamaguti for
their kind advice and constant encouragement.
2. Some Lemmas on Pseudo-differential Operators
We introduced in [2] the pseudo-differential operators H^ associated with Puiseux series. Namely the pseudo-differential operator
Hy of type P is defined by the symbol

where $(£) is a C°°-function vanishing for \^\^R and takes the
value 1 for |f | ^>l?+l, and p is a positive integer (see §2 in [2]).
In this paragraph, we give as lemmas some properties of these
pseudo-differential operators. In details we refer readers to our
previous paper [2]. First we define the orders of the operator Hy.
Definition 2. 1. A pseudo-differential operator H^ is said to be
of order — r if there exists a positive constant Cr independent of
u and we have
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for any u in L20

Lemma 2. 1. L#£ /fv <3^c? Ky be two pseudo-differential
of type P, then (HyK^—H^K^A1^ is of order zero.

operators

Lemma 20 2. Suppose that inf \h0(x, f)| = 8>0.
*,!£!=!

<z sufficiently

large number J?2) a positive constant 5 /3)

for any U function u(g) with the support out of the sphere
lfl=#.

For the proof, see Lemma 2. 4 in [2] and see also Lemma 2. 1 in [6],
Next we take an arbitrary sequence {un(£)} of U whose supports
lie between two concentric spheres |f —c^n and |fl = £2# (^i<c2»
w = l, 2, •••)- On this sequence we have the following
Lemma 2. 3* /^ £fe c$S£ /?^2, suppose that Reh0(x, £) =
inf Re A! (JUT, ^) = S>0, ffew /or sufficiently large n we have

where C is independent of n.
Finally we give a property of so-called hypoelliptic pseudodifferential operators in [2]. Let <j>(D) be a hypoelliptic pseudodifferential operator and denote the hypoelliptic pseudo-differential
operator £F[/Kf)0(?)] by &(/)). Now we have
Lemma 20 4, T!0£0 a function b(x) in 31. We can express the
commutator [b(x)9 ^(D)~\==b(x)^(D) — ^(D)b(x) as

where BQ is a bounded operator in L2 and for any positive integer s
we have
1) The operator Hy°Ky is defined by the symbol
2) This R is the same that defines the function
3) This d' is determined by R as
sup
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llfl0II^C|&ooi^(i^
where ||50|| is the operator norm of BQ and C is independent of s.
Now we apply this lemma on the hypoelliptic pseudo-differential
operator defined by £?[>„(£)]. Here an(& = a(%/ri), and a(|) is a
C°° -function which is identically equal to 1 in the neighbourhood of
£ 0 ^0 and vanishes in f f ; |g-f 0 |^iM\ (also see §2 in [2]). We
I
4 J
get the following
Lemma 2. 5. Let b(x) be a function in 13. Then we have the
following representation :

ivhere
3. Pseudo-eanoniealisation of a Matrix

In this paragraph we prove a proposition concerning matrices
which plays a fundamental role in the proof of our Theorem. This
Proposition 3. 1 is essentially the same as Proposition 3. 1 in [5]
(also see Chapter 3, § 1 in [7]).
Let A(x9 £) be a m x m matrix all entries of which are functions
of <BXtV (x, f)el?£ +1 xl?|. Moreover let all entries be analytic in f.
Proposition 3. 1. Assume that the matrix A(x, £) satisfies the
following two conditions :
(1) Let the characteristic polynomial of A(x, |) has the form
det (\I-A(x, £)) = (X-X^1 — (\-\s)ps ,
where {pj}j=1>2t...jS are integers independent of ( x , g ) and p1 > 1.
Finally Xx, X2, • • • j X s ar^ <2// distinct.
(2) Tfere g^/5/5 ^ ^?o/^^ (^ly &) SMC^ ^a^ -A(^, fj is not diagonalisable.
In particular we assume that the dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to \i(xly £) is smaller than plm
Then there exists an open set O^Rk^lxR\ such that
(a) We can define an eigenvector zn(x, f) and the corresponding root
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vector z^x, £) of A(x, £) associated with X^Jtr, |) on O^ so that they
have the same regularity as A(x, |f) :

(b) There exists a m x m matrix S(x, %) which has the same regularity
as A(x, %) and satisfies the following (b. 1) and (b. 2) :
(b. 1) S(x, If) is uniformly regular on OQ, namely for some positive
a- we get
|detS(*, £)|^<r on O0,
\1}0, 0, -,Q
(6.2)

S(x,

Proof. 1°. Let us denote by Ms a minor of fa — A) of order
s. First we shall prove that there exist an open set O0dR^+lxR^
and an integer sQ>m—p1 attached to OQ such that
1) if S>SQ, then all Ms=0 on OQ9
2) if s^s0, there exists at least one minor Ms which does not
vanish on OQ.
There exists, by the condition (2), an integer sl>m—pl such
that MSl(x19 f 0=1=0. Since {Xy(#, |)} have, by the implicit function
theorem, the same regularity as A(x, f), it is also the case about
MSl(x, f). Then taking a positive constant S, we can find a
neighbourhood Ol of (xly £) such that

Next, if for some sf>s1 there exists a minor M,/ which does
not vanish at some point (x2, |?2)^0i then we necessarily find one
minor MSl+l such that
M,1+1(x29
Now we can also find a neighbourhood O^cOJ of (x2, |2) such that
4)

<% means the closure of O0.
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inf |M, 1+1 (*,?)I^S.
02

After the finite times of the same way, we can get the above
mentioned open set 00 and an integer s0.
2°. Now let us consider to define an eigenvector ZQ(X, £) and an
associated root vector Zi(x,£) on OQ. Denote (\1 — A(x9^)) by A^.
Then we can find, by the same reasoning in 1°, an open set 00
and an integer s0>0 associated with A\ such that
1) if s>s0, all minor Ms of A\ are identically zero on OQ.
2) if S^SQ, there exists at least one minor of A* which does
not vanish on O0.
By this fact, we can get non-trivial solutions of

on OQ (Cramer's formula). Evidently we can find5) z^(x9 f) in
{z(x, £) : Alz = Q on 00, z^O} and finally ZQ(X, £) is given by
z0 = A,z, .

3°. Construction of S(x, |). Since ZQ(X, f ) and z^(xy f ) are linearly
independent on O09 there exists an integer j and k such that
det
on 00.6)

Now if we set

§(*,£) = O , nu, 1i, nu,

„

n n

, nu

n i

this matrix is uniformly regular on 00. Changing the orders of rows
in S(x, |) we get S(x, £) as
5) Since the rank r of Af is smaller than m, we can take arbitrary functions for
(m-r) components of ZQ and zlm Of course we take functions with the same
regularity as A(x, <f) for them.
6)

ZQ

=

f

( Z 0 1 > ZQ2, • • - ,

Zo»0 ,

^1 =

'C^ll, ^12»

"•, ^1/1,) '
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Of course S(x, £) is uniformly regular on O0 and the last assertion
(b. 2) is evident.
4. The Proof of Theorem
1° We shall prove our theorem by a contradiction.

Therefore

we assume that the matrix A(x, f, f) = 2 Aj(x, t}^j is not diagonalisable at (0, 0, f0), £o =j= 0. More explicitly we assume that the
dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to X^O, 0, £0) is actually
smaller than pl ( = the multiplicity of the eigenvalue Xj). Under this
circumstances, we can prove that the Cauchy problem for

is not uniformly L2-well posed in [0, T].
2°. Under the assumption we can find, by Proposition 3.1, an
open set 00CjS*xl?|x[0, T] and get a mxm matrix «0(jc, t, |)
satisfying the following
1) n0(x, t, £) is uniformly regular on 00,
9^

£~ij

vi (V Ift y ^y^il^l/,
t\ A(*r I/,t tj/'^Ox
Z\w (r

flfQ\^A/y

l

>

t > S^/
£\~ —

*X, 0 ,

,0

*9 i"\
* "^19

O9 ... 9 O^

Now we localize our equation (4.1) in this O0. Take a Q°-function
0(x) which satisfies (i) 0^/8(jc)^l, (ii) supp [/8] is contained in the
^-section of 00. Multiply (4.1) by f3(x) and apply the pseudodifferential operator an(D}, then we get

r"n(/3u) = 23^y(*, t ) - a H ( / 3 u ) +
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We take here the pseudo-differential operator a w (D) 7)
supp [>(£)] c {the g-section of 00} .
Setting
vn = an(/3u} ,

our equation can be written as

Now we express this equation by a singular integral operator

(4.2)

at

where MQ is defined by a symbol o-(c#0) = *' 2 ^y(*> 0-^-.
y=i

|£| "

3°. Let us now consider to modify the principal part JW0A of
our equation. This modification is essential for the proof of our
theorem.
Extending the definition of n0(x9 t, f) in the whole space
12JxU|x[0 T], we get a singular integral operator 370(#, /, Z)) 8) :
c7(%)(^, f , D) = n,(xy ttft,

r = ?/ I ? I -

In the same way we also get a singular integral operator 3)^ by a
symbol nj(x9 t, %)A(x, t, g)n*\x, t, £')• Now we get
that is
where ^ is a bounded operator in L2.
We shall prove that there exists a perturbation of ^)0A with a
pseudo-differential operator which breaks the well-posedness of the
Cauchy problem. This fact proves the statement of our theorem.
7) A pseudo-differential operator «„(/)) is generally defined in §2.
8) We refer readers to § 3 in [2].
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For the perturbation operator, take a pseudo-differential operator
3)02j defined by the following mxm matrix

where b is a real constant, we shall define its size later (see
Lemma 4. 2).
Denoting the pseudo-differential operator (.2)0 + .2)02)y by <3)01y, we
decompose 3)QA.J10 into

Then (^D0(l — j') — ^)02j)A^no=B2 is a pseudo-differential operator of
order zero. In the sequel we get
(4. 3)

%-w = 3)^hwn + (B, + 5X + 3Kvn + 3Z0/« ,
a/ n

where wn = JlQvn and % is defined by a(Jlo)=— — cr(3Z0).
a£
Lemma 2.4-2.5, we get

Using

Lemma 40 1. (1)9) There exists a positive constant c± independent of n and we have

rI sy
I

L
(2)

A (Y

C/C %, xTL -• ^^v ,

f\l> J

81

Qxjl

There exists a positive constant c2 independent of n such that

Now let us prove that the principal part £)01yA. of (4. 3) violates
the Cauchy problem for (4. 1). To show this, we first consider to
diagonalize the 2x2 block of <2)017A at the top-left corner. Calculate
the perturbed characteristic roots of cr(^)oi) :
det 0*7- o-^U) = ((A*-iX)2-# If r1)^-^)^-2 - (^-*X)^

namely we get the perturbed characteristic roots
9) This is stated here only for the use to prove (2).
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Here we notice that
Lemma 4.2.
satisfies1^

(1)

L0£ S>0

60 given, taking b suitably

(2) The perturbed characteristic roots /^ and //,2 define pseudodifferential operators of type P.
In the same way for n0(x, t, £')> we §et a m x m matrix n^x, t, £)
such that
1) regular for 0< |£| < + °°>!, 0, • • • , 0"
1
2) ^(jic, ^, Do'^oJwr ^, t, |) = 0, ^2, • • • , 0
*
Extending the definition of n^(xy t, f) in the whole space, we get a
pseudo-differential operator Jiff of type P: we define Jiff by
o-(5^i) 7 (?)= 151 "X (^, ', ?)-in Now defining the pseudo-differential
operator 3)^ by
>i7, 0, •-, 0"
0, ^27, —, 0
*
we get

where S3 is a bounded operator in Lz. Thus our equation is expressed as
(4. 4)

- PFB(0 = ^A PTK(^ ) + Gn(f) ,
at

where
10) By the hyperbolicity of the operator M, AI(X, t, <f) is real.
11) Here this «iOt, f, £) is the extended one. The multiplication by
necessary for NIT to be of type P.
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Wn(t) = mnw.(t) ,
For this Gn we have
Lemma 4. 3. We see by Lemma 4. 1 that

for some constant C independent of n.
Let us define a pseudo-differential operator <Ruy by
a-(mnT) = ^(X, t, f)7(f) ,
then the first column of the system (4. 4) is
(4. 5)

at

From this equation, we get a fundamental inequality
(4. 6)

for Sn(t} = \\W£\f)\\i* just as in §3 of [2]. This inequality shows
that for the real b defined in Lemma 4.2 the perturbation of ^)0A
by £D027A violates the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem.
4°. Taking 0(f)eCS°(/?*) such that

we define ^n(x) by (I}n(x) = e^n~l^x(p(x}<=L2, where <p(x) is the Fourier
inverse image of (/!(£). Let c5^0 and JH1 be pseudo-differential
operators defined by the symbols <r(<3tt^ = nQ(x, t, ¥)~l and <r(<3tt^ =
ni(x, ^ f)'1 respectively. Then they have the following properties :
Lemma 4. 4.
2) t5H1°3717 = 7/.
Consider now the following Cauchy problem :
12) The operator N{r is defined by -
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u(x, O = JHvSHtfy* , ¥. = '(&,(*), 0, -, 0) .
Denoting the solution of this problem by

we have by the energy inequality
Lemma 4. 5. There exists a positive constant C independent of
n and ta such that

If we take
SH=

for SH(f), using Lemma 4. 4, we get by (4, 6) an inequality
(4.7)

at

~S,t(t)^Cl^Sn(f)-c2,

for sufficiently large n, where c1 and c2 are constants independent
of n. Finally we get the following lemma. We shall prove this
lemma in Appendix.
Lemma 4. 6.
such that
(i)
(ii)

There exist constants c\ and c± independent of n

SM^c,,
SH(t)^c,9

Integrating (4. 7) by t, we get by Lemma 4. 6

and this is a contradiction as n tends to infinity except t — t0. Thus
our proof is complete.
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Appendix
Let us now prove here Lemma 4. 6 in § 4. First we see that
WH(tm /0) can be expressed as
WH(t,, Q = 371

Setting

we have
(A. 1)

Lemma A. 1,
n such that

Tfer^ exists a positive constant C independent of

Proof. First we see by Lemma 2. 5, ^ and X2 are, in Lz norm,
evidently of order 0(n~1} as n tends to infinity. Next, using the
decomposition of identity operator: /= 4- - , Xz is repre/-t-A 7 + A
sented as

Since /3 is a CjT-function, [/3, <3ttlfY~] and [/3, J%Ay] are operators
of order zero (cf. Remark 1 in §2 of [2]). Then we have
IIXJI^S constant
^ constant
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In the same way, we easily get the similar estimate for Xt.
Next, we rewrite the first term of the right-handside of (A. 1) :

and we get

where

Then we have the following
Lemma A. 2.

For some constant C independent

of n, we have

Proof. Using the preceding decomposition of the identity, we
can express Q1 as

Q1

7 + A 7-i-A

= (Jltf-imdJAtf-t—

+ (371y-'y371) J^Ay-^— .

Now we write this as

Since y(%) = l for |||^/?+l, Qu and Q12 are evidently the bounded
operators in L2. We can show, just in the same way, that ||Q2|| is
also of order n'1 as n tends to infinity.
Finally, noticing
7, A]
we can get
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and by this estimate we get

C

n
These two lemmas prove that there exists a positive constant
K independent of n such that

Then Lemma 4. 6 is immediate by this inequality just as Lemma 4. 2
in our previous paper [2].
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